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HCL helps a telecom client
save USD two million by
Revolutionized testing
and enhanced efficiency
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Client background
As a leading telecom OEM based in the US, the client delivers secure, dependable
infrastructure to customers with strategic networking requirements.

Engagement area
The client engaged with HCL to transform the regression testing cycle. Toward this, HCL
performed the following activities:
• Execute daily sanity regressions, MR/SR regression and on-demand regressions across
multiple platforms
• Revamp the ownership of regression testing of Core, Edge and Access routers/
switches and security products for development branch, Top-of the-Tree (TOT), Beta,
maintenance and service release regressions to HCL
• Build test beds for products of various business units along with executing regressions
to reduce defects
• Manage & Execute the upcoming release of regression testing offshore

Deployment of the regression test factory helped in
achieving the following:
• Reduced time to market for product
• Reduced testing cycle through use of frameworks
• Reduced cost through value creation and operational excellence
• Established a 360 degree relationship with the client as an engineering partner and a
system reseller
• Invested in advanced labs and R&D units to accelerate product development
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Engagement model
A designated team with clear organizational structure and definitive delineation of
responsibilities aided one-to-one mapping of roles between HCL and the client.
The client’s engagement model is designed to provide touch points for customers across
all levels. It has a dedicated engagement director along with executive sponsorship from
HCL’s engineering leadership team, thereby ensuring accountability in executing project
and redressing grievance. HCL followed this model across its engagements to ensure the
highest levels of commitment to all customer projects.
Model diagram

HCL Onboarding Process
A time-bound onboarding process was deployed to enhance operational efficiency. For
this purpose, a training academy was established with defined KRAs and frameworks
along with a formal induction program.
Training Academy
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The definitive outcome of this onboarding process was that HCL was able to ramp-up 103
engineers in eight months, resulting in operational efficiency.
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Technology/Tools used
The following technology and tools were leveraged:
• Networking protocols across Layer 2/Layer 3 technologies: OSPF, ISIS, BGP, MPLS,
LDP, P2P, P2MP, RSVP-TE, L3VPN (v4 and v6), L2VPN, HA, VRRP, Multicast, HA and
VRRP
• Tools: Agilent N2X, Ixia and Spirent TC
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HCL solution
A team of more than 100 specialists was deployed by HCL to conduct a comprehensive
analysis of the client’s business pain and proposed a regression test factory for regression
testing. The activities undertaken were:
• Analyzed the regression pass rates, test execution percentage and understood the
requirements to optimize resource-intensive tasks
• Received code commits for regression run from the client’s product and developments
teams and performed the following:
–– Sanity runs
–– Scheduled regression runs
–– Ad hoc request regression runs
• Analyzed the results, raised problem reports and tracked development fixes
• Worked in tandem with the client’s development team to deliver bug fixes, migrate the
fixes across branches and validate them
• Augmented existing regression suites with additional scripts for new features

Business benefits
By entrusting the regression testing to HCL, the client benefitted in the following ways:
• Transformed the execution of regression testing for nine business units across various
technologies (routing, switching, security, VPN/Mcast services, etc.)
• Built 90 test beds along with all the infrastructure required to establish them
• Released the client’s engineers at customers’ side for other core projects
• Ensured 100% on-time performance for all testing engagements
• Reduced time-to-market for the customers
• Exceeded productivity to 112 FRE output
• Created more than 25 engagement-specific frameworks for productivity enhancements
• Resulted in USD 2 million potential savings through operational efficiency
• Worked across business units and product lines

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through
values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration,
applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 105,000
Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 31 countries. How can I help you?

